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Abstract 
Two fundamental questions arise in using Dodge's continuous 
sampling plans. These are 1) how to select an optimum plan to 
I begin with, and 2) when to stop the inspection process if in-
coming quality deteriorates to an unacceptable level. 
This paper proposes two modifications to the Dodge type CSP-I 
continuous sampling plan. A stopping rule is presented to permit 
stopping of the manufacturing process for analysis and repair when 
incoming quality deteriorates to an unacceptable level. A cost 
I 
model is also presented from which the optimal inspection pla~-"\ 
(type I) can be selected under given input conditions • 
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1 
I - INTBPDUCTION 
I-A Purpose and Scope 
The use of Dodg~' s Continuous Sampling Plans 0 - CSP I, II, 
III (5) for acceptance sampling of a product from a continuous 
flow process is widespread in both the industrial and military 
environments. 
L Unfortunately, it is often the case that,, the plans are used 
• I 
in a haphazard manner, frequently on a trial and error basis. 
primary reasons for this approach are as follows: 
The 
1 
1. For a desired value of average outgoing quality limit· 
tJ ·I 
.J 
(AOQL) there exists an infinite number of pairs of 
"·" d "f"1 h' h d t rmi ifi Dodge parameters 1 an w 1c e e ne a spec c 
. Continuous Sampling Plan. This plan selection is far 
from unique. 
2. . The Dodge plans are des'igned with sta ti sti cal control of 
the process in iquestion as an assumption. Unfortunately, 
in the pra~tical industrial environment, this is not 
/ 
always tl)e . case. The Dodge plans do not specify any rule 
or criteria for determining that the process in question 
has gone out of control and even more important, provide 
no method of stopping the process td. permit analysis of 
... 
-...:._.) . 
These parameters are defined and discussed in section J.l:1~-A. • . ''I' ' \ 
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3. 
.. , 
the situation. If the incoming defective rate has. 
increased to the point that it is significantly higher 
than the· A~QL, to continue further inspection literally 
implie$. inspecting quality into the product • In most ., 
. 
~ situations this is not an economical policy and can have 
serious implications on the success of the process 
concerned • 
Thus, the purpose of this paper is largely concerned with 1 . 
tti~se two problem areas. Sp'ecifically: 
1. Determine a method of selecting the best of the Dodge 
plans for a given set of circumstances with emphasis on 
· the overall cost of the inspection operation. 
2. Prescribe methods by which the process can be stopped 
3. 
and an evaluation made of the situation when incoming 
product quality has deteriorated to an unacceptable level. 
'• Evaluate the sensitivity of the parameters in the model 
formulated, particularly in reference to the\value of p1 , 
the incoming quality level after the process has shifted 
into an out of control· situation •. 
The scope of the inquiry will be limited to Dodge's CS~I 
r 
plans, leav~ng for further inquiry the questions of type II and III 
plans ~nd the relationships involved when all three plans are avail-
able for selection. This does not present a serious limitation in 
.., 
.. 
.,. 
·,· 
'·'\· '• 
... the scope of the proj_ect_ since the type I plan is alm<rst- universally ~ . ·, 
used in the industrial environment. 
•. 
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I;..B Background 
, ............. -
,_ ,_ ' 
A general class of problems frequently encountered in the 
industrial environment is the control of quality of a manufactured 
product. Prior to the mass production age of today, the traditional 
method Qf insuring quality was either the confidence that the work-
i 
man had tin his own workmanship or physically c.hecking every aspect 
of the product for correctness. 
With the evolution of mass production methods which led to 
radically increased numbers of parts being produced, the above 
100% inspection ~rocedure was found to be impractical in most cases. 
W. A. Shewhart (30) in the early thirties expanded the techni-
ques of applied statistics into the area of statistical quality 
control. This laid the foundation for- the work which was to follow. 
One of the first investigators to consider the problem of., 
quality control in a continuous flow production line was 
H.F. Dodge (5) in 1943. His was the pioneering work in this field 
and has received widespread use in the industrial and military 
environments. The specification of a continuous sampling plan, 
type I, in the paper mentioned above, as well as the introductions . 
of plans, type II and III, in conjunction with M. N. Torrey (7), 
have become classics in the field of Statistical Quality Control. 
Two essential questions raised as a result of using Dodge's 
plans have been: 1) how to select an optimum plan to begin with, 
and 2) what st~ps should be taken when the pro~~ss goes out of 
statistical control. 
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5. 
-Several other researchers have looked at the subject of con-
tinuous sampling plans since Dodge's original publication of them • 
. / ........ 
' Wald and Wolfowitz (32) considered the question of continuous 
sampling plans in 1945. Their results proposed what might be 
.called one-sided sequential plans. While the plans proposed have 
not seen much application, they did: lay the groundwork for more .j.1 
far-reaching inquiry, particularly by Girshick and Rubin (9), 
'I 
Gregory (10), and Savage (28). These papers will be discussed more 
fully later in this section. 
r 
,1 A paper was presented by Bowker (2) in 1956 which reviewed 
the research done in"'""t-1\e field of continuous sampling up to ·that 
-._/ 
date. His conclusions laid the foundation for subsequent research. 
They are important enough to·· be sW1m1arized . 
. "· 
Intuitively, it appears that there are 
several desirable statistical properties 
which continuous sampling plans should 
have: 
.. (1) The plan should not depend heavily 
on the aSSUJJlption of control./ (2) The plan should provide for termina-
ting inspection and shutting down 
the line when quality deteriorates 
sufficiently.~ 
(3) The plan should provide some 
attention against spotty quality, 
that is, the.probability of pass-
ing a segment of a given size for 
unsatisfactory quality should be 
kept small. 
(4) As quality deteriorates, the plan 
should require only enough inspec-
tion to make the AOQ approach the 
AOQL. 
. J 
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6. 
Bowker further states that, 11 What is needed most is a well 
ft defined model and information on economic factors. The bulk of 
:~ 
subsequent inquiry has been into some or all of these areas. 
Lieberman (17) discussed t~e assumption of statistical control 
required by the Dodge plan to guarantee an AOQL value and showed 
th~t if the process did go out of control, an AOQL could be 
( / 
guaranteed as follows: 1 - 1 
-f 
AOQL - __ _ ( 
1 + i 
-f 
This value is higher than the value specified for a Dodge plan 
for a fixed i and f. 
Der~an, Johns, and Lieberman (4) pursued the question of deter-
mination of AOQL for a Dodge plan under out of control conditions 
and as a result, proposeq two additional plans (called CSP IV, V). 
However, nothing was conclude.ct regarding the questions posed at the 
outset of this inquiry. 
Several authors have looked at the possibilities in multi-level 
continuous sampling plans in an attempt to make the transition 
between partial and 100% inspection less abrupt. Notably among 
these are Derman, Littauer, and Solomon (3), Lieberman and Solomon 
(19), Resnikoff (25), and Guthrie and Johns (11). These plans 
provide f\rom two to four levels of sampling, with transitions from 
a level to an adjacent level on finding a defect. While the plans 
have some appeal for statistically controlled product, they do not 
deal directly with the questions posed at the outset of this 
' . 
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inquiry. \ 
.. 
An extremely far-reaching paper by Girshick and Rubin (9), l' 
presented in 1952,laid the groundwork for recent research into the 
subject of bridging the gap between traditional methods of quality 
control and adaptive control concepts discussed by Lieberman (18), 
·"\ The results of the inquiry do not have real practical application, 
predominately due to the mathematical complexity. From a theo-
retical standpoint, the paper was important. The Girshick-Rubin 
model c~n be described as follows: 
1) Satisfactory production: in control with fraction 
J I defective p1 
2) ·unsatisfactory production: in control witfi fraction 
defective p2 > p1 
3) Out of production for repair 
When the machine is in state 1), there is a constant prob-
ability, g, of jumping to state 2); once it achieves state 2), 
• 
the machine stays there until it is brought to repair, Under a 
general cost function, the .authors show that the procedure which 
maximizes the long run income per item produced is the following: 
Let, 
, I 
. \ . 
(l/l-g)(p2/p1), if n!h item is inspected and defective 
(l/1-g)(l-p2/1-p ), ·if nth item is inspected and non-
. 
1 defective 
1/1-g, if nth item is not inspected 
,.. 
. .. 
; ' 
I 
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B. 
Further, define: 
Zn= yn (1 + zn-1), zo = 0 
Assume that when the machine leaves the repair shop the first item 
is not inspected. Then for suitably chosen positive constants a* 
and b* with b* < a*, the optimum procedure states that items are 
not inspected as long as Z < b*. Inspection begins as soon as n 
Z > b*, and inspection continues until either Z < b* or Z ~ a•. n n n-
In the former case production continues but inspection terminates, 
in the latter case inspection termLnates and ~he machine is put in 
the repair shop • 
. ,, 
'It is to be noted that whenever for some n Z < b*, the o' no 
number of items which can be skipped is completely determined. For 
if k is the number of these items, then k must satisfy the equation 
+ ( 1 )k zllo ~ b* , i = 1, 2, ••• k 1-g 
Summing the above equation and solving fork yields 
k -
-
log( gb* + l 
gZno+ 1 
- log (1-g) 
'' 
M{_.J/ 
~here the symbol [t] stands for the smallest integer greater than 
or equal tot. The interesting fact is that the optimum rule pre-
scribes that under certain conditions (Z · < b*) a ~equence of units~ no 
will pass by the inspector and be uninspected. 
The calculation of the constants a* and b* pose extreme mathe-
mathical complexity since integral equations are involved. In 
addition, another drawback of this type of plan from a practical 
\ 
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I ) 9. 
standpoint, is that a computer 'WOuld be required on site at the 
inspection station for calculating a new yn and Zn for each unit 
which goes through the station. 
Savage (28) also proposed a sampling plan with three decisions 
similar in nature to the Girshick-Rubin model, with operating chara-
cteristics similar to those obtain~d for Wald's formulas for sequen-
tial plans discussed previously. 
·-Gregory (10) attempted to expand on the ideas of Girshick-Rubin 
to present a more workable model. Some progress was made in that 
the integral equations for a* and b* were transformed tc make then 
more feasible from a computation standpoint. However, on-site 
calculation of the critical parameters was still required (as will 
be true in any sequentially oriented plan), thus at least for the 
present time, limiting their practica1 app1ication. 
H. RosEn blatt and H. Wei.ngarten of Navy Ordnance (26) also 
attacked the question of limitation of inspection in case of quality 
deterioration by limiting the ~umber of inspection sequences that 
an inspector is allowed to perform~' in a .ijingle day. These plans 
certainly represented a step in the right direction. 
J 
In 1958 Bow~er teamed with Lieberman (20) to review the state 
of the art up to that point. 
Hill, Horsnell, and Warner (14) in 1959 extended the ideas of 
continuous sampling into another important direction, i.e., deferred 
sentencing. The essential idea here is that production cf a con-
tinuous nature is artificially divided into lots. Upon inspection 
of a lot it may be either accepted·, rejected, or a final decision 
.1 
,· 
'IN .• 
. 
I 
., 
l ~ -
~: 
L 
I 
.. 
10. 
postponed until later lots have been inspected. Hence, in the latter 
case, the process is called deferred sentencing. There are several 
appealing 8.fpects to this type of plan. Specifically, it tends 
to prohibit rapid decisions to return to more costly 100% inspec-
tion when the causative factor is spotty quality (i.e. normal 
fluctuations about the process capability) rather than a true 
quality deterioration. However, some serious problems arise at 
the same time. If the production is needed immediately, the accumu-
lation of deferred lots may pose serious limitations on the 
organization's ability to ship. There is also the problem of stor-
age space for the deferred lots. 
Murphy in two articles (21), (22) begins to look at the specific 
questions posed at the outset of this inquiry. In regards to 
selection of an optimal plan, Murphy approaches the question in a 
~ manner similar to Guthrie and Johns (11). That is, a critical value 
for F (the total fraction of units produced which are inspected) at 
the PNQL, ,or producer's nominal quality level (process capability), 
is arbitrarily chosen. Based on this selection, a procedure is out-
' 
lined for selection of an optimal plan. In addition, a rule for 
stopping the process quite similar to the rule developed in section 
' 
II-Bis presented. However, Murphy's stopping rule is also based 
on the selection of Fat the PNQL. 
,-..,_ It must be pointed out qowever, that by the ,~bitrary specifi-
,, 
'\ 
l , / 
cation of Fat the PNQL, true optimal plan selection is no longer 
; ,. possible. Murphy does·' not deal directly with the economics of· the 
problem at hand. 
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11. 
·Anscombe (1), Gregory (10), and Savage (29) each have looked 
at the question of economical considerations in regards to CSP-1 
; plans. None have looked at·stopping rules per se (Gregory only tn 
the sense in which Girshick and Rubin did). Anscombe essentially 
considered the economic question of whether to inspect 100%, not 
to inspect~at all, or inspect on some sampling basis. In the latter 
,, 
" ( f ) 
case some rough and ready rules in the authors words for 
selection of an optimal plan are presented, but he concedes that 
they really are of the nature illustrated by the following quote. 
''A plan chosen by the above rules will 
at least be much better than a badly 
chosen plan might be." 
Savage (27) approached the question of economics but limited 
his inquiry to the subject of destructive testing, i.e., no 100% 
inspection. 
Hillier (15) also looked at. the subject of destructive testing·· 
and in (16) in 1964 looked at the specific question of optimal 
selection of a plan of the CSP-1 type. Specifically, he defines 
a quantity called the AEDL, average extra defectives limit.r 
Essentially his approach is from the customer's standpoint. An 
AOQL is selected to guarantee long run average quality. In 
addition the decision is reached as to how many extra defective 
uni ts in a lot the customer would. accept on an occasion basis (say· 
perhaps one in every ten lots) without rejecting the lot in ques-
tion. From this decision a model is constructed and an optimal 
plan can be selected. The obvious drawback to this model is that 
the criteria satisfying one customer might not satisfy all 
} 
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l .. (.· 
customers. 
Lieberman (18) in 1965 in an important paper surveyed the 
... 
whole field of statistical process control over the past thirty 
' 
years. He attempted to sununarize the relationships between these 
traditional methods and the new concept of adaptive control, first 
approached by the Girshick-Rubin paper in 1952. Adaptive control 
will no doubt take great strides forward in the future. This does 
not obviate the necessity for a more thorough understanding of 
the methods in widespread use today, This then is the aim of the 
paper, specifically the Dodge CSP-I plan . 
I," 
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13. 
I-C Framework of Dodge's Type I ~lan 
Dodge's type I continuous sampling plan (denoted CSP-I) is a 
~ampling inspection plan for any product which consists of discrete 
uni ts ('parts, subassemblies, finished articles, etc.) manufactured 
in quantity by an essentially continuous process. 
The plan is suitable for application only on a product which 
is to be inspected on a Go-No Go nondestructive basis, and is 
intended primarily for use where it is desired to have assurance 
that the percentage of defective units in accepted product will be 
less than or equal to some prescribed low figure, called AOQL 
(Average Outgoing Quality Limit). It is also required that the 
incoming quality level remain in statistical control; that is, it 
is required that the assumption can be made that each and every 
unit inspected have a probability of q=l-p of being nondefective. 
The plan presumes a continuous flow of consecutive articles 
offered to an inspector for acceptance in the order of their pro-
duction. 
./ 
<-. 
. . I -,,_ . 
In operation, the plan provides a form of corrective inspection, 
serving as a partial screen for defective units. A chosen -percen-
" " tage or fraction f of the units is inspected. However, when a 
defective unit is disclosed by the inspection it is required that 
an additional number of units, " . " 1, b~ inspected on a 100% basis <, 
and be found to be defect free. If during this latter inspec~ion 
. ~~·~ 
_,,__ (100%) a defect is found, 100%, inspection co:ntinues but the count 
starts again with one. This additional number of uni ts (those at 
~00% inspection) is called a clearing sequence. " . " 1 represents_ 
I 
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14. 
the number of uni ts which must be found free of defects • Once a 
f " ,, i segment o i units has been found to be free of defects, n-
" "% spection is then returned to the sampling state and f o of the 
units are again inspected until another defect is disclosed. The 
process then repeats itself. 
The requirement is also necessary that any defective unit 
found will be corrected or replaced with a known good unit. 
The protection provided by the plan is specified in terms of 
AOQL and is defined in terms of i, f, and p (incoming fraction 
defective). There will result, for a product of statistically 
controlled quality, a definite average outgoing fraction defective 
(average outgoing quality, AOQ). For given values off and i, the 
AOQ will have a maximum for some value of p called p*. This max-
imum is referred to as the average outgoing quality limit, AOQL. 
For all other values of p different from p* the AOQ will be less 
than the AOQL. It must be noted that if p > p*, quality is being~ 
inspected into the product. 
• 
Many combinations of f and i will resirl·t· in: the same AOQL. 
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11,- DEVELOPMENT OF 'DIE ll>DEL 
II-A Fundamental Assumptions 
Two fundamental assumptions were postulated at the outset of 
the inquiry. These are: 
l. ·The probability,~' of the process going out of statistical 
contro11 is assumed to be known to the users of the CSP-I plan and 
to be independent of any other parameters involved in the plan. 
2. When the process goes out of statistical control, that is, 
when the probability of ;:any unit being defective changes from p 
0 (normal process capability, p0 <AOQL) to Pi (out of control condition, 
p1>AOQL), it ,i,s assumed that the user of the plan will be able to 
determine the magnitude of p1 (considered to be constant) on the 
basis of actual historical data or previous experience. 
Some discussion of these assumptions is in order.- The t\VO 
assumptions about the process considered together, .. postulate a 
model with certain characteristics. Essentially the assumption is 
_:._ that the normal situation is the process in statistical control and 
incoming quality is at the level of capability of the process. Due 
to an erroneous machine setting, improper tool ·used, etc. , p0 
changes instantaneously to p1 and remains at this unacceptable level 
until detected and corrected. 
It is fundamental that once incoming quality has shifted to·· 
1under Dodge's original assumptions the probability of .any unit being defective is assumed to be constant (p0 ). This defines ,statistical,, control. I~ t~is assumptio~ is not met, the process is ~d to be out of statistical control. 
.• 
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p1 it will not reverse itself until positive action is taken to 
detect and· correct the cause of the shift in quality. 
The validity of these assumptions has been born out in the 
... 
industrial experience of this author. Certainly other models could 
be considered. Hamaker (13) looked at several possible models of 
the process going out of control. One considered was essentially 
the model herein postulated. The others were es-sentially more com-
plicated and pose definite problems in tenns of analysis. 
A final point is that it was necessary to thoroughly evaluate 
the exact magnitude of p1 in tenns of the results generated by the 
model. This is fully discussed under Results, p. ;38 • 
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' 
·~. 
II-B Stopping Rule 
A fundamental question regarding Dodge's CSP-I plan from the 
outset is the effect on.the plan when the process goes out of sta-
tistical control. One point is evident; the process will never 
stop itself regardless of how bad the incoming quality becomes. As 
f Po increases more and more of the inspection will be done on a 100% 
basis and literally quality will be inspected into the product. 
While in rare circumstances this might be feasible it certain-
ly will not be economical and in most instances is completely 
undesirable. Even the protection in terms of AOQL which ~he plan 
provides is subject to severe question as pointed out by Lieberman 
(17). 
~ 
Thus, in the normal industrial or military environment it seems 
highly desirable to supply some criteria so that a process being 
controlled by a Dodge CSP-I plan can be stopped when it is econo-
mically justified. Little prior work has been done regarding this 
I question with the exception of Murphy (22). In his paper some 
, 
rules for stopping the process were presented. n One rule, ''Rule ~," 
is essentially the same type of stopping rule which will be sub-
sequently formulated. However, Murphy's rule is based on the 
specification of F (total fraction inspected) at the producer's 
nominal quality level (PNQL). The rule.to be developed does not 
~ 
involve such an assumption. 
The question of postulating a statistically sound nile for 
"",..... 
stopping the process can be approached in the following way. 
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Suppose the process to be in statistical control so that the 
probability of any incoming unit being defective can be considered 
constant. This is the process c~abi li ty le_vel of incoming quality, 
p0 • Consequently, the probability of any unit being good is l-p0 = 
q0 , since each unit is presumed to represent a binary choice. 
Whitehouse (33) has shown the techniques of GERT, Graphical 
Evaluation and Review Technique are applicable to problems of this 
nature. The model for structuring the clearing, or i-state of the 
plan is as follows: 
s P e 
0 /Bad Unit 
___ ,,__-....... r-----....._ Good Unit 
f 
- --
Go To 
Sampling 
. " " 
Essentially this network states that one is attempting to find i 
units in succession free from defects. If at any point a defect is 
found, the count must be returned to zero, the defective unit 
replaced or repaired, and the 100% inspection procedure resumed. 
The e8 tenn is added to paths which are to be counted. 
The transmission function for this ftetwork is; 
. 
1) qo 1 
- -
C 
wo,1<s) 
2 3 l Poes (1 q
0
i-l) - + qo + qo + qo + ••• + 
• , j .. 
.... 
'."1'···~:' 
- -
- - -- ? -----~--·· 
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. J 
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This transmission function contains information regarding the 
probability of ending up with i units defect free and with the 
total number of expected defects found while doing so. The pro-
bability of achieving i units defect free . found by setting s= 0 1S 
in the transmission function. That . 1S: 
. --
- - ----
2) ~ Poi = Pr ( ac-hieving i uni ts defect free) 
' 
and 
i 
-- qo 
-
--
-Wo,i<s>ls~O 3) Po, i 
+ qo2 + q0 i-l) ·1 - p0 (1 + qo + • • • 
IJ 
The term in parentheses can be expressed by a well known 
algebraic equivalent as: 
4) 1 + Clo + qo 
Subs ti tu ting . 3): in 
5) Po,i --
1 
Recalling that p0 
6) Po,i -
- ... 
. /. l 
Hence; 
7) Po,i -
Clo i 
- q 1 
0 
2 i-1 1 Qo i -+ :• .. + % - 1 - qo .. l 
i 
qo 
- Po 1 - qo 
1 - qo 
. ....,.. .. ~- ~ ·-:: 
t-q .. and making this substitution: .. 0. 
• 
·i 1 qo qo 
-
-
Po ( 1 - qg i) 1 - (1 
-
qoi) 
Po 
-
1 
-~ ' 
This is the result expected since if p0 < ::t-, glven that ehough 
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t 
- I 
uni ts can be inspected from a practical standpoint, i uni ts should 
be able to be found in succession free o·f defects. 
To examine the question of the expected number of defective 
units found while achieving i units clear of defects, the moment 
generating function of this quantity is needed and can be found by 
dividing the transmission function, W0 i(s), by the probability of J 
achieving i units free of defects, Po,i• 
Hence; 
8) Mciefects, o,1Cs) = Wo,iCs)/Po,1 
Since P0 1 was found to be 1, the moment 
' 
generated function is: 
i 
qo 
Poes (1 q 1) 0 
9) Mciefects o, i(s) = W0 , 1 (s) -
1 
1 
- qo 
Simplifying; 
10) Mcief ects , o, i ( s) = 
l - e~. (1 - q ~ 
0 
It has been shown by Hall (12) that the MGF of a discrete 
quantity (the number of defects found in the clearing sequence) 
can be expanded to give the probabilities of occurence of O, 1, 
. 
2, .•.•• defects. This expansion is obtained by dividing the 
numerator of the MGF by the denominator at s=O. The expandsd MGF 
thus is: 
. 
~:-
11) Mclefects (expanded) 
--- - ~-- ~----~---~ 
-
- q i + 
0 
i qo (1 
q i(l q i)es + 
0 0 
i)2 2s 
q e + •• • •. 0 -
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•• 
Evaluating at s = O, 
12) ~efects (Bxpanded) i i i 2 
- qo) + Clo (l - <lo) 
+ •.••• 
It should be pointed out that this constitutes a geometric 
distribution of the form F(x) = pqX where pis replaced by q01 and 
q is replaced by l-q0 i. 
Hence, the probability of x defects in clearing a sequence of 
i unit$ when the probability of any unit being defective is Po can 
be summarized as follows; 
P(O) i - qo -
.'...'•r;' i i P(l) - qo (1 - qo) -
i(l i 2 ', P(2) - qo) qo . 
• 
• 
• i·· -· 1-X P(x) - (1 ~ q ). - qo· . 
-0 
A stopping rule can now be postulated by prescribing a con-
fidence coefficient, a , and summing the distribution a:; follows; 
13) Ncrit = critical number of defects, which if found 
14) 
~. 
while attempting to clear i units, will cause the 
process to be stopped and investigated. 
X 
N min crit - 1 2 x= ' , ••• ~ j=O 
i i j qo ( 1 - Qo ) ~ a 
This rule essentially postulates that the process will be 
stopped as soon as the total number of defects found equals or 
exceeds Ncrit at which time the probability of the total defects 
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· found, if the process is truly operating at p
0 
is as follows; 
15) Pr (Total defects found< Ncrit> > a 
~ 
Hence if Ncrit is equalled in the process of attempting to 
clear i uni ts free of defects the type I error is ( 1- a. ) of stopping 
the process erroneously. 
Tables of Ncrit for various p0 's and a.'s are found in Appendix 
I • 
It should also be pointed out that the higher the out of-con-
trol incoming quality_ level, p1 , shifts to, the quicker the process 
will be stopped in terms of units inspected. 
-
I '--
:· ~ ' 
23. 
II-C Approximation of the Critical Stopping Value, Ncrit 
Ncrit as developed in the preceeding section is a discrete 
function having a minimum· value of 1. Three plots of the function 
v&. i for two separate values of p0 and 4 are found on the next J 
page. It seemed immediately· desirable to find a continuous func-
tion which was a good approximation of the discrete function in 
order to reduce the mathematical complexity in later derivations. 
After examination of several plots of Ncrit a curve of the 
following form was fit to the data; 
With the best overall fit being obtained With k = 1.551. The 
approximations are also shown on the next page and particularly 
for large i (~ 15-20) the fit is seen to be excellent. 
In section III, derived total cost curves for a stopping cycle 
are compared using the discrete function and the continuous approx-
imations in order to support the validity of the approximation, 
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CRITICAL DEFECT NUMBER, Neri t, VS. CLEARI.NG NUMBER, I,· 
FOR a =0.90, P0 VARIED (0. 01 - O. 04) 
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II-D Model for a Stopping Cycle 
Under the model to be formulated it can be stated that once a 
process is underway and being inspected by means of a Dodge CSP-I 
plan, at some time (or equivalently after some number of units) the 
process will be stopped. This is true since there exists by 
assumption a finite probability, p, that a shift will occur in the 
incoming quality level. The shift is from Po to p1 , an undesirable 
value, and under the stopping rule developed in the preceeding 
section, it. is assumed this will lead to a stoppage of the pro-
-
cess. 
In the next section the subject of cost of a stopping cycle 
and initial selection of the optimum plan is discussed. It is· 
therefore appropriate to discuss the concept of a stopping cycle, 
since the approach to optimum plan selection is through the vehicle 
of minimizing the cost of a stopping cycle. 
! 
. The stopping cycle can be depicted as follows: 
Start 
Po 
, 
J 
Clear i units 
earing 
Sample f% 
of product 
amp 1ng 
' 
State State 
/ 
'\ 
/ 
' 
" 
., 
-
.... 
_, 
- - ~ -May .;Happen Repeatedly 
-~ 
Defect 
... 
Shift 
P1 
Shift with 
t 
Attempt to clear 
i units 
J 
Clearing 
Sequence 
Stop 
Pr= /j Shift Number 
Detected Defects Found 
Equals Ncrit 
. ") 
;. ' 
\ 
26. 
-Thus the cycle is basically composed of two separate parts, produc-
. tion at Po and at Pl• Once the shift to Pl occurs the process is 
on a course to be stopped. 
The important parameters here are the expected values involved 
in each of the stages for a given set of manufacturing conditions, 
since these are the quantities upon which an analysis of costs may 
be undertaken. 
The expected numbe·r of uni ts produced (i.e., going through 
inspection station whether or not inspected) at Po is not directly 
known but can be deduced, since the expected number of units pro-
duced at the p1 stage is known. This latter quantity can be 
developed. Dodge (5) has shown that the expected number of units 
produced in the sampling state until the first defect is detected 
is: 
16) E(N88) = 1/fp 
Since we are presently in the P1 state, this t~:: 
17) E(Nss> - 1/fpl -.. 
..... 
The number of units produced in the clearing state until the 
process is stopped can be derived as follows using GERT concepts 
., 
as follows; 
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27. 
•/. 
Ncrit 
Stop 
Note that here es.terms appear on good as well as bad units deter-
mined since a total count is desired. It is also assumed that p
1 .. 
is large enough so that the probability of clearing the sequence 
is negligible. The transmission function for this network is; 
18) 
When evaluated at _S:=O,, W~ftis obviously 1, hence the MGF is the 
same as W: I 
='(l s )Ncrit n P1e 19) ~,N (s) 
qles crit -
\ :..,. 
The mean number of units inspected until stoppage occurs can be 
obtained by standard procedures, i.e., the first derivative evalua-
ted at s=O. This yields: 
20) E(N ) ~ d/ds ·u {s) / c,stop 
-o,Ncrit s=O 
-- ~--
- . '-·-•-·-- --c. __ , .. .-_-_ --~,--:·:.,,..-,·-----.~-------· 
'j 
·• 
·" 
' 
or 
21) B(Nc,stop> = d/ds 
28. 
Ples N it er 
1 - q e5 1 
The differentiation has the following result (see appendix II): 
22) 2 E(Nc,stop) = NcritlP1 
Thus, the total expected number of units produced in the P1, 
state is the sum of quantities 17) and 22): 
23) 
Now, letting N be the total number of unit~'produced in·a stopping 
cycle, it can be stated: 
24) 
Since S is the probability of entering the p1 sta,te::r. 
Thus, equ_~ting 23) and 24): 
..... 
25) r 
26) ,.. N -. 
And then the expected number of units produced in the p
0 
state can 
be similarly found; 
"" l 
27) :( 
Substituting 26) into 27): 
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Thus, the expected number ·of uni ts produced in a stopping 
cycle has been derived, as well as in each of the stages, Po and 
~--_L..,.__'!' 
. ' 
Two other expected values are required in order.to develop a 
cost model. These are 1) expected number of units inspected while 
tn the p1 state and 2) the expected number of units in the p1 state 
which go by the inspection station and are not inspected. 
The first of these can be developed as follows; 
29) E(units inspected in p1 state) = (all units while attempt-
ing to clear)+ (f% of those produced in sampling state) 
Hence, referring to 22): 
' 
' 
·o·r· 
. ··.· '·' 
The final expected value is that of the uninspected units in 
the p1· samp~ing state •. This can_ be derived using GERT techniques 
as follows, making the assumption that every 1/fth unit is 
;/ inspected in the sampling state; ~;/· 
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30. 
• 
Stop 
Revert to 
Clearing 
State 
Note that no es terms appear on the branches for either good 
or bad units since it is desired to count only uninspected units. 
The W function for this network is; 
32) Wuninsp,ss,p1 --
(1/f - l)s 
P1e 
Obviously, by evaluation at $=0, 
33) 
~insp,ss,p1 -
w uninsp,ss,p1 
Following the procedure used previously, the result of_the 
differentiation is (see appendix II): 
_,, It should ·be pointed out that the expected number of defective 
' 
units in 33) which slip by inspection undetected ia: 
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35) E(N ) = defect in uninsp.ss,p1 -
1 - f 
f 
This is indeed an interesting result since it is independent of 
Pl• The cost model can now be developed • 
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• 
~ II-B ·eost of a Stopping Cycle and Optimal Plan Selection 
In order to develop the cost model some new notation is re-
quired -and that used previously should be summarized as follows: 
Notation Table 
c1 = the unit cost if inspecting an item 
C2 - the penalty cost of letting a defect slip through 
c3 = the cost of erroneously stopping process 
Po= probability of any incoming unit being defective while in 
process in statistical control (process capability) 
Clo - probability of any incoming unit be~ng good as above 
I 
p1 - probability of any incoming unit being defective when 
process goes out of control 
Ql = _probability of any incoming unit being good when process 
goes out of control 
i - number of successive defect free units required to leave 
clearing state 
'' 
f - percentage of units inspe~ted in the state 
FPo - the total fraction of units inspected when process· is in 
control 
O\= confidence level associated with stopping the process 
S = the probability of incoming quality level shifting from 
Po ~o P1 
AOQL - th.e average outgoing quality level (protection) required 
by user 
the expected number of units produced while process is 
'-in control 
'L. 
- the expected number or units produced under1 out of 
control conditions until process is stopped 
E(Np1, inspe~t> = the expected number of units inspected in 
the.p1 condition 
~--------
....... _ - -
. < - . / ~-. '::~:'"~··-<----
J 
I 
.,·'( 
I 
ti! 
! 
·, 
•. 
B(N ) uninsp, ss_, Pl 
33.· 
r 
•' 
= the expected number of uninspected units in the samplihg state while in the p1 condition 
E(N ) = the expected number of defects defect in uninsp, ss, Pl in E(N . ) 
un1nsp, ss, Pi 
The f9llowing quantities require determination by the user of 
the plan. 
• 
c1 should be readily available in the user's cost accounting 
records. c2 and c3 require estimating. However, since c3 does not 
directly influence the selection of an optimal plan, its value is 
not critical. C2, the cost of letting a defective unit slip by 
the inspection stationmd go into good product channels is area-
sonably critical parameter. This is fortunately of utmost concern 
to the manufacturer since most of the problems in the field will 
. 
result from this occurrence. p1 is not as critical as might at 
. first be supposed (this is carefully discussed in section III, 
Results). After some experience with the process, this parameter 
I 
should be rather easy to estimate based on historical data. a is 
also not a critical parameter from the standpoint of optimal plan 
selection, and it should be available from historical data analysis. 
· The most critical parameters are p0 , the process capability and 
the AOQL. These, however, are parameters which any manufacturer 
using a CSP-I plan alrea~y knows are critical. 
I 
., 
Two relations formulated by Dodge (5) are necessary to com-
plete the development. These are FPo, and the relationship between 
<,· 
I 
.. 
, ,. . 
~ 
~------------------------------------·-----~----··· ---....•.. ------~----~---~---11111··-~------··-· --
k, f, p0 , and AOQL. 
36) 
-
F· 
Po --
") 
34. 
These are as follows; 
f 
f + q 1 (1 - f) 
0 
To develop the later relationship, define P* as follows; 
37) P* = 1 + iAOQL 
1 + 1 
Then f is related to i, Po, and AOQL as follows: 
38) f -
i + 1 (1 - P*) . 
i(AOQL) + (1 - p*) i + l 
Thus, the cost expression can now be formulated, As was 
pointed out previously, the cost model pertains to a stopping 
cycle. Sununarizing expressions derived in section 11-D: 
• 
( l/fpl + Ncr1t1P12 ) 
1- /j E(Np0 ) --
/j 
2 E(Np1 ) 1/fpl + Ncr1tlP1 -
-
-
E(N ) -
uninsp,ss,p1 
1-f 
E(N -defect in uninsp,ss, P1) f 
Defining the expected total cost of a stopping cycle as 
ETC , we then have: 
SC (0 
ETC - (cost of SC inspecti uni ts 
2 
in p
0 
state) + 
(cost of state)+ 
(cost of 
J 
units in p1 sta~e) + 
(cost of uninspe ed defective units in Pl state)+ 
/. 
j 
_,__;_ __ .... _ -- ·-
.r· 
1: 
I 
~ 
,, 
I 
I 
I 
I) 
''· 
, 
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'j 
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.,. 
(cost of erroneously stopping job in p
0 
state) 
These various costs can be trated as follows: 
40) 0 
41) " 0 
42) 0 
43) 0 
·y--.... 
44) c3 Pr(p0 state) Pr(type I error in stopping job) 
Combining and substituting: 
45) ETC I;: c1( f i )(1 - fj )(1/fp1 + Ncrit/P12) 
SC f + q0 ( 1-f) /j 
+c2( qci (1 - f) \ P ( 1- /3 )(1/fp + Ncrit/pl 2) 
Simplifying: 
46) ETC 
SC 
f + qo 1( 1 - f)/ o 13 l 
+c3 ( 1 - a ) ( 1 - {j ) 
~ 
~;-, 
+ C2 ( 1 f- f) + c3 ( 1 - a) ( 1 -fj) 
-~ 
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36. 
Introducing the approximation for Ncrit derived in section II-C, 
~ 
47) N _ el .55lp0 ci i crit -
·-Yields: 
.. 
48) ETCSC = 1 - fj ( 1/fpl + el.551Po Cl i!p/) + f3 
+ ( q i(l -f) ) 
~Po f ~ qoi(l -f) + cl ( llP1 
-
+ c2 (1 -f ) + c3 ( 1 - ci ) ( 1 - ~ ) f 
This equation represents the cost model for a stopping cycle. 
It is by minimization of this cost that the optimal plan for. a.-- , 
given set of conditions can be determined. 
Some attempts were made to derive explicit relations for i and 
f. The endeavor led · to extreme mathematical complex! ty and conse-
quently the subject was left for further study (see appendix IV). 
In order to obtain an optimal plan for a given set of condi-
tions a ·computer program was written for the IBM 1620 using FORTRAN 
language. · -This program is documented in Appendix III. Simple 
modification could be performed to transform:tti.e program into 
FORTRAN IV language so that the program could be run on an IBM 
1410 or larger machine. 
The program performs iterative calculations per 45). First, 
~ 
however, f is eliminated as a variable by relations 36) and 37). 
• 
i " " 
. 
· .. i is iterated through -its\\)lormal range and the results stored. 
..... .. "-
.. -~ ' -- : 
:i 
i,j 
1 
'.II 
i 
I 
.. 
· .... 
Y1 • 
A search process seeks the minimum cost, then the program outputs i, 
f, and the cost concerned. The approximate ninning time for the 
,.: 
IBM 1620 for one set of specified input parameters to output the 
' optimum results was approximately three minutes. (see appendix 
III for the program). 
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III · Results 
III-A Total Cost Curves and Associated Opttmal Plan for Several 
Values of Input Parameters 
Total cost curves are presented for several conditions of 
input parameters in figs. 2-9, pp. 45-53.under section III-C. As 
was expected, the curves are· essentially flat in the area of inter-
est. This is a desirable result since this essentially reduces 
~he sensi ti vi ty of the model. In Table I, p. 39 , the results of 
the optimal plan selection (values of i and f) are sununarized for 
various conditions of input parameters.. The minimum cost of a 
stopping cycle and the expected number of units through the inspec-
tion station for a stopping cycle are shown. 
" 
The, conditions shown at the top of the table, labeled stan-
dard," were chosen as fairly representative of what might be found 
in an industrial envirorunent. For a definition of each of the 
quantities ref er to page 32 • A = AOQL. 
Each of the conditions gives rise to an optimal i in the range 
8-23, with f ranging 0.08 - 0.35. The exception to this general 
situation is shown in fig. 7, for extreme conditions. Here i = 51, 
f = 0 .3. 
The predominant reason:for the low i values is the relation-
ship between c2 and c1 • As the two approach each other, i values 
would tend to increase. At a ratio of five to -one, economically 
it is very important to prevent a defective unit from slipping 
through the inspection station undetected. Hence this implies 
I 
J 
. -- -- -·. -·-· - ----------.-----------~ 
. <r · ·.::s-.< · -''> 
C :C·_ 
. ~ 
•,1• 
:'. 
39. 
f being fairly large. 
A comprehensive discussion of parameter sensitivity of the 
model is found in section III-C • 
Standard 
Std. 
Std. 
Std. 
Std. 
Std. 
-.-
C2 = 2 
C2 = 5 
C2 - 10 
C2 = 20 
Pl - .08 
Pl - .09 
Pl - .10 
A= .02 
A= .03 
A= .04 
A= .05 
Ci = .85 
Ci = .90 
Ci = .95 
Ci = .98 
s - .01 
a - .05 -
s - .10 
s - .15 
a - .20 
a - .30 
Table 1 
Table of Results 
·5 
) 
.01 .10 
i f 
19 .1191 
15 .1728 
12 .2320 
8 .3531 
17 
16 
15 
23 
22 
18 /.' 
15 
15 
15 
].:_5, 
15. 
23 
21 
19 
17 
15 
12 
.1431 
.1571 
.1728 
.3252 
.2129 
.1862 
.1728 
.1728 
.1728 
.1728 
.1728 
.0837 
.0996 
.1191 
.1431 
.1728 
.2320 
Po= .005, A=.01 51 .2975 
1-
A 
.05 .90 
Min. Cost 
298.49 
336.00 
381.52 
445 .23 
484.99 
398.92 
336.00 
442.05 
384.38 
353.93 
336.00 
337 .23 
336.00 
334.80 
334.10 
3,984.94 
930.28 
540.56 
406.01 
336.00 
261.52 
433.38 
c3 
.20 100 
E(Nsc> 
656 
619 
593 
560 
993 
774 
619 
691 
682 
647 
619 
612 
619 
626 
630 
13,905 
2,701 
1,312 
820 
619 
395 
715 
• 
.,,, 
I 
. -, 
·"" 
=·-· 
40. 
-III - B Comparison of Total Cost Curves for Ncrit' both Discrete 
and Continuous 
As was discussed in section II-C, a continuous approxim.ation 
for Neri t was desirable. In fig. 8, p. 52 two cost curves are 
shown for the standard conditions as defined in section III-A. 
One curve is based on the true value of N . t as a discrete function cr1 
of i. The other is based on the approximation for Neri t as derived 
in section II-C. 
It should first be noted that the agreement of the two curves 
is good. Particularly the i value corresponding to minimum cost . ~ t' 
.. ,, is 16 for the true curve and 15 for the approximation with a dif-
ference in minimum cost of approximately 15%. Since the purpose of 
the cost curves are to select the optimum i for a given set of .. r. 
conditions, the approximation is satisfactory in this respect. 
The shift in the '' true" curve at i = 37 is a result of the 
value of Ncrit changing from 1 to 2 at this point. 
In fig. 9, p.53 , a situation is examined which represents 
essentially the worst possible set of conditions, one not likely 
to be encountered in practice. All conditions are the same as 
, .... . ',, ,, 
standard except p
0 
- 0.005 and AOQL - 0.01. Under these condi-
tions the tnie cost function is discontinuous. Optimum i values· 
are 70 for the "true" curve and 50 for the approximate curve. The 
disparity is not as large as might first be indicated. I :f the 
approximate curve were used, an error of $12 would ensue based on 
a true cost of $310 for each stopping cycle. ( 
• 
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41 • 
For larger p0 and AOQL than the standard case the agreement 
of the two curves becomes even closer. 
J The desirability of not using the " " true curves is primarily 
due to increased programming effort as well as increased input 
data required. 
Under normal conditions met in practice, it would usually not 
be economically advantageous considering the greater effort 
required on input. 
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. --, :-III-C Evaluation of Parameter Sensitivity of the Model 
_, 
In figs. 2-6, some attempt is made to determine the sensi-
tivity of the model to the parameters involved. The procedure in 
all cases is to pick one parameter in the "standard" model adopted 
in section III-A, vary it, and note the results. Of particular 
interest was the sensitivity to parwneters which the· user must 
.. 
In fig. 2, c2 is investigated. As c2 increases, so does the 
cost of a stopping cycle. Within the range 5 = 20 the shift in 1 
.-
is 8 - 15. 
. , 
In fig. 3, Pl is varied. It was hoped at the beginning of 
this inquiry that p1 would not be a critical parameter. The cost 
curves support this conclusion. The change in optimal i and f for 
Pl over the range of 0.08 to 0.10 is 17-15. 
In fig. 4, A (AOQL) was varied over the range 0.02 - 0.05. 
There is a radical change in the shape of the curves. Optimal i. 
ranges from 15 at A= 0.05 to 23 at A= 0.02. While this is not a 
large range, A should be considered to be a critical parameter, 
and certainly would.be by most users of this type of plan. It 
should be pointed out that not only is the value of A~L critical 
in itself but also the closeness of the A0QL to p0 , the process 
capability. 
Fig. 5 is quite similar to fig. 3 except standard conditions 
do not prevail. a is set equal to .85 and p0 ,,varied over the 
range 0.08 - 0.10. Close examination of the curves will reveal 
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• 
almost no difference. Thus eds not a particularly-critical para-
meter. Fig. 6a exhibits variation of a. It is readily apparent 
that the cost of a stopping cycle is very dependent on a, parti~ 
cularly for small values (<0.05). These plots must, however, be 
carefully compared with the plot in fig. 6b. As the cost of the 
stopping cycle goes up with decreasing~' at the same time the 
total number of units through the inspection station in the stop-
ping cycle is also increasing rapidly. Thus~ is not as critical 
a parameter as reference to fig. Ga indi~ates alone. 
. Fig. 6b is a plot of the expected number of units which will 
pass by the inspection station under the optimal plan during a 
stopping cycle, assuming standard conditions while varying a. 
plot exhibits a straight line. Hence the length of a stopping 
The 
cycle is primarily a function of S. Dodge (5) also showed, howeve.r, 
that the expected number of units going through the inspection 
' station in the sampling state until the first defect is found is: 
E(N88 ) - 1/fp 
· In the p1 state after the shift in incoming ·1evel (probability S) 
this is; 
-:.; ; 
,,-~ 
~ 
Hence the number of total units through the station is also a 
function of both f and p1 • This latter quantity might be said to 
·, 
be· the dynamic response characteristic of the model, in that it 
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·-·-
. 
. --· represents the quickness with Which the model responds to change 
··-
; 
in p. It must be pointed out however, that E(Nss,p
1
) represents 
only a small fraction of the total units involved in a stoµping 
cycle. 
Fig. 7 Shows the cost curve for the extreme conditions of ··· 
Po= 0.005 and AOQL = 0.01. Under these conditions the cost curve 
becomes extremely flat. This literally implies a great deal of 
100% inspection and little sampling. Considering an AOQL of 1% 
this is not surprising. 
A final observation is thttt in general the cost curves begin 
to rise sharply for i>iopt. It is not difficult to realize how a 
poor choice of i (and assoc.iated f) under Dodge's original model 
could be economically disasterous. 
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008'! O!' A m'OPPING CYCLE VS. CLEARING NUMBER, I,; 
.FOR gr.ANDARD INRJT CONDITIONS EXCEPT 
·c2 VARIED (2-20) -
' 
I' : ... 
c2 - $20 
C2 - 10 
~ - 5 "' 
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cos.r OF A Sl'OPPnrG CYCLE vs. CLEARING NUMBER, I, 
FOR grAND.ARD IN.PUT CONDITIONS EXCEPT 
P1 VARIED (0.08-0.10) 
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COST OF A STOPPING CYCLE VS. CLEARING NUMBER, I, 
FOR &r.ANDARD INPUT CONDrrIONS EXCE!PI' 
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48. 
CO&'T OF A ffi'OPPING CYCI,E VS. CLEARING NUMBER, -I
1 FOR STANDARD INPUT CONDITIONS EXCEPI' 
a• 0.85, P1 VARIED (0.08 - 0.10) 
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COST OF A ffi'OPPING CYCI,E VS. CLEARING NUMBER, I, FOR m'ANDARD INPUT CONDITIONS EXCEPr 
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50. 
EXPE<Jrf3> NUMBER OF UNITS IN A m'OPPING CYCI,E VS. p 
FOR THE OPl'IMIJM PLAN UNDE!R STANDARD CONDmONS 
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COS'l OP A S'l'OPPING CYCLE VS. CLEARmG NUMBER, I, 
FOR· grAfIDARD INPUT CONDITIONS FOR 
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53. 
OOST OF A-m'OPPING CYCLE VS. CLEARING NUMBER, 
FOR g,rANDARD INPUT CONDrI'IONS EXCEPr 
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l . 
The objectives set out at the beginning 0£ this paper have 
been realized. A cost model was developed from which an optimal 
r 
plan can be determined under specified input conditions. 
The user is required to estimate several input parameters 
either from historical data or experience. Fortunately, the para-
meters requiring estimation in general are not extremely critical 
and thus some margin for error in estimation is built into the 
model. 
A stopping rule is incorporated into the model which allows 
f 
the user some control in ·.being able to detect a radical shift in 
·-incoming quality level, and to correct the process to minimize pro-
duction of large quantities of d~fective items. • 
The model is based on an ppproximatio~ of 1 the critical ~top".'"" -.- __ 
----- ~-- - - . - . ----.-~ -- . --· ------ .. -~- . ~-- -- ~ - --.-- . -- --~ .. , . --·-- .. - . 
c. 
ping value. In general, the results obtained with the approximmtion 
are very satisfactory. 
No explicit relationship could be formulated relating i or f 
to the· remainder of the model parameters in order to permit direct 
calculation of the optimal plan for a give~ set of conditions. 
Rather a computer program was employed using a search routine to 
locate the optimal values. The question of an explicit relation-
ship was left for further study. 
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Areas for Further Study • 1.-. 
During this inquiry several extensions of the work done here-
in became apparent. 
r 
Further inquiry can be made into the question of an explicit 
relationship between· the optimal plan parameters and the remaining 
model parameters. 
There is also the question of the relati,onship of the princi-
_ples herein formulated and Dodge's type II and III plans. It is 
possible that optimization could be achieved not only with respect 
to parameters but with respect to plan type also. 1, 
Finally, there is the need for further study into the sensi-
tivity of the model with respect to the model parameters. 
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Appendix I 
The tables which follow give critical stopping values for 
specified Po and~. The tables cover the following ranges: 
Ncrit • 1-19 • 
I 
-1-
Po • o.oos-0.100 • 
.. a • 0.85-0.98 • 
1 : 5-300 
.•.: 
Suppose for example, it was desired to find the critical 
stopping value for the following conditions: 
p0 = 0.01 
Cl = 0.95 
i = 48 
Enter-ing the table headed a= 0.95, under the column 
- . 
- -
------ ---- ------
-· ·-- ------.--.... 
. 
·--- ·-· 
. . . 
--·-- ·--- -, ----··---~~-·-- ---~---
p0 = 0.010, read in the body of the table a range of 46-63 for 
i corresponding to an Neri t of 3. 
stopping value would be 3. 
.. .... 
-~· ·- -
Bene~ in this case the critical 
/ 
. ~· 
'~-
# 
- - ·- ---- -----
-- -· . - -
- -- -- -- - -----
-- ' 
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Alpha= ~850 
" 
.005 . .010 .020 .030 
1 5-97 5-48 5-24 5-16 
2 98-151 49-75 25-37 17-24 
3 152-194 76-96 38-48 25-31 
L 4 195-229 97-114 49-57 32-37 
5 230-260 115-129 58-64 38-42 
6 261-286 130-143 65-71 43-47 
7 287-300 144-154 72-76 48-51 
8 155~165 77-82 52-54 
9 166-174 83-86 55-57 
10 175-183 87-91 58-60 
11 184-191 92-95 61:.63 
12 - 192~198 96-98 
, 
.. - . 64-65 
13 199-205 99-102 66-67 
14 206-211 103~105 68-69 
15 212-217 106-108 70-71 
16 218-223 109-111 72-73 
17 224-229 112-113 74-75 
18 230-234 114-116 76-77 
19 235-239 117-118 78 
f :.,· 
' ·---- - - -<, ~- ->, ..•. __ •..• - • C• •• ••• --.•·---- -- • --•···--
~-
.. 
. •, 
.,. . 
.050 
5-9 
10-14 
15-18 
19-22 
' 
23-25· 
26-28 
29-30 
31-32 
33-34 
35 
36-37 
38 
39 ... 40 
41 
42 
43 
44 
45 
46 
.. 
... 
-. ·i. 
'~!. 
:\ 
.•. ·. 
.100 
--
5-7 
8-9 ,!. 1·,1 :i 
10 
11-12 
18 
14 --.;.., 
15 
16 
17 
18 
--- ---- ___ .,.. __ . - ------ .. ··- -"'< ---~ -....--~-- ---,-. - . 
19 
20 
--
21 
--
22 
--
.. 
\ 
-~_-. 
'. 
:· ~--
.Ncrit 
.005 
-------. i 
.; 
1 5-75 
2 76-124 
3 125-164 
4 165-198 
5 199-228 
6 229-253 
7 254-276 
8 277-296 
9 297-300 
.. 10 
11 
--· 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17 
.. 18 
19 
..... 58 •. 
Alpha = .900 
.010 .020 
5-37 5-18 
38-62 19-30 
63-82 31-40 
83-99 41-49 
100-113 50-56 
114-126 57-62 
127-137 63-68 
138-148 69=73 
149-157 74-78 
158-165 79-82 
166=173 "83-86" - -· 
174-180 87-89 
181-187 90-93 
188-194 94-96 
195-199 97-99 
200-205 100-102 
206-210 103-104 
211-215 105-107 / 
216-220 108-109 
. i 
~ ··-
--------~----~~~~,,___--~~--~ ·---
. - . 
. _., ......... 
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.r-
.030 
5-12 
13-20 
21-27 
28-32 
33-37 
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55-57 
58-5,9 
60-(?l 
62-64 
65· 
66-67 
68-69 
70-71 
72 
I 
. . :.: 
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.050 
5-7 
8-12 
13-16 
17-19 
20-22 
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30 
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35 
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40 
41 
42 
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.. 
-
- .. --
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. .. 
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.100 
--
5 
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14 ·1 
15 
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I6 -·---- ------· - ........ .,... _..., __ ............ --• 
17 
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21 · 
!· 
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Ncrit 
,y . l 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
' 
. 
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12 
13 
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15 
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.' 
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.005 .010 
5-50 5-25 
51-91 26-45 
92-127 46-63 
128-158 64-79 
159-186 80-92 
187-210 93-104 
211-232 105-115 
233-251 116-125 
252-269 126-134 
270-286 135-142 
287-300 143-150 
151-157 
158-163 
__ _. "-• •T • .••fl.·-,• - ·• _. --·-• -• .... l-64-170· 
171-175 
176-181 
182-186 
187-191 
192-196 
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Alpha= .950 
Po 
.020 
.030 
_., ... 
5-12 5-8 
13-22 9-15 
23-31 16-21' 
32-39 22-26 
40-46 27-30 
47-52 31-34 
53-57 35-38 
58-62 39-41 
63-66 42-44 
67-70 45-47 
71-74 48-49 
75-78 50-51 
79-81 52-54 
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82-84 - 55-56 - 33 ·-1.·s·· - ~ -·--- --- ·-~· .... ~--"'fl,;-.:"."···-- --
85-87 57-58 34 
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. ~ 
88-90 59 35 
> , I 
17 • 
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96-97 64 38· 
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P· 0 
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-- --
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3 64-94 32-46 16-23 11-15 7-9 
--4 95-121 47-60 24-30 16-20 10-11 5 
5 122-146 61-73 31-36 21-24 12-14 6 
6 147-169 74-84 37-41 25-27 15-16 7-8 
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-
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,. 
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APPENDIX II 
..; 
. - - .. ~ 1. · Derivation of Equation 22) 
E(N ) = ~ M N (s) c,stop ds o, crit , 
p es 
l(Nc,stop> = Ncrit __ 1 ___ _ 
1-q e 5 1 
Since 
E(N ) 
c,stop 
N 
, __ p es crit 
_ d 1 
- ds ---5 s=O l-q1 e 
esp )es- p es 
1 1 
s=O 
s=O 
./ 
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2. Derivation of Equation 34) 
..... 
s=():. 
d (f-l)s P1e 
-
-
- 1 ds 
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APPENDIX·-- III 
This appendix contains the program used to compute the cost 
curves for a stopping cycle. The user is required to input the 
, 
-- - --- - --------
following parameters in the order listed below with respective for-
mats shown. All the data is on one card beginning in column 1. 
'····-:--. ~:· - .-.-;;· :''. ' 
- F3.0 
- F3.0 
-
F3._3 
F3.3 
F3.3 
- F3.3 
a - F3. 3 
- - - ... -.-- -·· --~· .. -· .,.:,.,, ---, - :·~- .... 
.- •• -:·- •••• --· • ·~-, ' .;, ' .... -~·' ,· >. - • - - -·-:- ... -, ,- .-,.~-=-! ,.., - :.- -:-·- •.. ·•1 ··-;.~ '· ,_• 
c3 - F3.0 
The approximate running time is 3·minutes including output for 
the IBM 1620. 
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\J 1 LH)4 
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01 l) 0 / 
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\J 1 tHJQ 
01010 
u 1 U 1 1 
uOOOl 
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u0005 
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PRt,r,p~~1 rr, 11JVF= VALIIC:S f,F r.f1ST !1F A "TflPr>J~I(~ f.Vf.1.F FeiR nr,n,;s: 
C,Pl Pl AM, Al.Lf,l-/') ~~:,TH Al>P~r,x. ANn C:'(ACT V!tllJ~<; Fr,~ "ICQJT. 
.l,H,FRY, :"'i-?4-t-i6. 
F- r, k M A T ( ~ .( • 0 , ~ ~ • < J • P ~ • ~ , F -~ • ~ • r ~ • ~ , F -s • ~ , F ~ • ~ , ,.: ~ • o , 
F r, ~ t-1 A T ( t, X , T 4 J ~/ 
, 
i,; c, R M A T ( j x , 14 rl r-.i i ~' M I ~-, I t ..11 J M c r, c; T I ", TH , s R "~, r; F r, F r , / / , 
F :, R M I\ T ( 1 H X , '.) Hr. 1 , "1 X , ? Hr. ? , '1 X , ). HP U , S X , /. HP 1 , S X , 1 HA , -~ X , 'i H AL PH A , ~ X , 4 H ~ S: T A t 
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F :, R M A T ( b X , I H T , A X , l t ~ F , H X , 1, H r, r, <:; T ) 
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Fr, c:, '-1 A T ( / l 
~ r, ~ M 6 T ( T Li ) 
i-:r,RMAT(6X,;7~MJf\J cr,sr 1_.JC:S I~ THIS QA"Jr,F,/l 
F r, R M ti. T ( / / / ) 
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APPENDIX IV .. - .·- -
Outlined below is an attempt to derive an explicit relationship 
in terms of model parameters from which an optimal i (and corresponding 
f) could be directly calculated for a given set of conditions. 
The unknown parameters are i, f, and N~rit. _ Note that f is the 
only continuous variable, i and Ncrit being both discrete and integer; 
The 
two 
first approach would seem to~ to attempt to convert if possible, 
of th~ three variables into equivalent relationships involving 
' 
only the third, substitute, and perform a differencing operation. The 
mathematical complexity of this approach is extreme, hence it definitely 
appears some other technique should be attempted. 
Summarizing the relationships derived in the body of the paper 
46) ETCsc 
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I 
I 
j 
I 
I 
, l 
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-----· ·-··--a:,,, .. ,.,.,---,·<·,~+.------~·-·--··--·-· l-
. I j' 
f-f-q 9~ (l_-f) .. 
47) Ncrit 
37-) P* --
38) f = 
qo1(1-f) 
f+qo1(1-f) 
+ 
+ C 
1 
= 8 1.55lp()O'i (approximately) 
1+1 (AOQL) 
i+l 
(1-p*)i.+l 
i AOQL + (1-p*)i~l 
.- . -- . - ., -·-· --· .. ----·· -- :... .. · .... ---""":--· - . -- . - .· - .. 
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p 2 
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' 
. ..., Two choices-_now present tbemse_l ves. By substitution into 46) 
all variables could be eliminated except i and known constants. The 
other alternative is to substitute only the approximate value of Ncrit, 
then take 0 df 
and _o_ 
di and solve simultaneously. The latter approach 
seems to be more feasible. Note that either alternative requires 
that i be treated as a continuous variable rather than as discrete. 
Thus, 
• 
48) 
substituting 47) into 46): 
A .,.. B-( 1;~) 1 e 1.551p0 Cl'i f ETCSC = 
qo1 (1-f) 
f+qoi(l-f) 
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cl 
2 
P1 
1 
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51) - - 1 
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of f2Pl- ,.. 
Combining per 49: 
oET~sc 
52) 
df 
~--Simplifying: 
oETCsc 
53) 
=(:~) 1 e l.55lp0 0'i f+qoi(l-f)-f(l-qoi) + Cl 
fpl P12 
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Further simplifying: 
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l. 551p ~1 1 
· . :L. 
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Combining: 
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Simplifying: 
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. . . . a / . 67) 
. . (1-f3) 
-- (lfi'Csc> = f3 -
oi 
. {P:1+fel.551poai) [qo i(ln qo)~l-f~(C~~C1>] . 
Thus 58) and 67) together form a system of ·two equations which 
can be solved simultaneously for the optimal variables i and f. The 
.I 
_apparent problem. however is to find the solution. Next one must attempt 
to solve one of the,equations for for i respectively and substitute 
the resulting expression into the other. This poses a truly formidable 
mathematical problem . 
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